
Seemorefz  
Discover your true course

In order to discover something new, you need to 

have the courage to leave the old behind.

FurrerZollerConsulting



Navigate the rocks successfully
Would you like a change of direction? Or are you being blown into 

uncharted territory by circumstances beyond your control?  

Are you still in the dark about where you‘re headed? The light from 

opening doors peeps out from behind the clouds, the fresh winds  

of opportunity blow you back on course.

Gain new perspectives with Seemorefz, catch the swell and ride  

the waves until you arrive at your chosen goal.

FurrerZollerConsulting specialises in helping you read your compass;  

in business coaching and career navigation.



Chart a new course
«I offer people who have been blown off course 

by the storm winds of professional life a safe 

haven where they can trim their sails. After this, 

they can set off confidently on a clear course  

to their next destination.»

 Sacha Furrer Zoller, lic. iur. (MLaw)

With FurrerZollerConsulting, you can find your 

new professional and personal perspectives –  

your very own route with Seemorefz.



We can‘t change the direction  
of the wind, but we can trim our 
sails differently...
Business coaching comes into its own when clarity  

is needed – both for individuals and for teams or even 

whole companies. Support from an external, neutral 

coach can offer an effective solution that can be 

accepted by all sides in companies – particularly in  

the case of special or sensitive projects.



Find your vocation with 
the «Career-Navigator»

Steer towards success
The «Career-Navigator» is an intuitive, systematic and holistic 

method for personal and professional career planning.  

Understanding, sensitivity and inner voices are analysed in 

great detail. In the context of your current situation, your 

 qualifications, your aims in life, and your passions and dreams – 

it will help you to discover new horizons.
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